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Up-Down Light is a contemporary twist on the 
classic industrial age height adjustable pendant 
light.
A range of striking natural materials contrast 
with simple geometric forms to create a light 
that mixes functionality with a bold design 
statement.

*4-6 week lead time on delivery
 *Light globes not included, can be ordered through 
Ben-Tovim Design

Electroplated copper shade
Obsidian volcanic glass counter weight
RRP: $1530

Electroplated brass shade
Solid brass counter weight
RRP: $1390

Powder coated black shade
Carrara marble counter weight
RRP: $1405
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Powder coated black shade with black timber
Hand blackened Shiva Lingam stone
RRP: $1135

Powder coated black shade with black timber
Hand blackened Shiva Lingam stone
RRP: $1135

Ceiling Rose
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Obsidian volcanic glass counter weight Carara marble counter weight

Shiva Lingam counter weight Blackened shiva Lingam counter weight

Solid Brass counter weight
Solid carrara marble sourced from Italy, and 
turned by craftsmen in Melbourne, Australia.

Shiva Lingam stones only come from one place 
in the world, the Narmada River in Western 
India. The stones are collected once a year and 
are hand polished to give their unique shape.

Shiva Lingan stone, blackened with a uniquely 
formulated black ink by hand in the Ben-Tovim 
Design studio.

Solid brass counter weight is hand polished 
with a fine brush finish. A clear lacquer coat is 
added to reduce tarnishing.

Obsidian is a volcanic glass that is formed from 
cooled lava. Each piece will be individual and 
unique. 
Sourced from Bailey Ridge, Utah, USA.
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Electroplated copper shade with black 
timber detail

Black powder coated shade with black 
timber detail

Black powder coated shade with natural 
timber detail

Electroplated brass shade with black 
timber detail
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Up-Down Light can easily be adjusted within a 
range of heights between 900mm to 1500mm. 
Custom chord lengths are available if shorter or 
taller heights are required.

Standard e27 Lamp Holder
Black fabric electrical flex

Custom options:
Custom colours and alternative counter weight 
materials can be requested. Ben-Tovim design is 
always happy to work with designers to create 
the perfect custom light for a specific project.
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+61 (03) 9016 3322
info@b-td.com
www.b-td.com


